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Bernie Lewis.

HAVEYOU RENEWED YOUR MEMBERSHIP?.

the relative humidity, condensation
Condensation and mould forms when cannot form and mould spores dry
out into a powder which can be
relative humidity is more than 70%.
brushed off.
The average household will produce
The Energy Saving Trust has also
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EnviroVent’s design, manufacture
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By gently introducing fresh filtered
air into the home at a continuous low For more information or a free no
rate the moisture-laden air is diluted, obligation homecheck call
displaced and replaced. This reduces 0845 272807

Condensation problems?

Wrekin Landlords Association
Discounted Insurance Scheme
Premiums individually prepared Residential
Buildings Cover.
• Contents cover customised to your requirements.
• Basic policy excess of £250 per claim
•

For a Proposal form, contact:

Alan Boswell Insurance Brokers Ltd.,
Harbour House, 126 Thorpe Road, Norwich, NR1 1UL
(01603) 216399 e.mail landlords@alanboswell.com
YOUR ANNAUL DINNER May 21st.
3 (see page 6)

Below is an excerpt form a letter from David Salusbry (NLA) to:
The Rt Hon John Healey MP, Minister for Housing and Planning.
We have severe doubts, however, that the measures you have announced will achieve
the goals you seek. Whilst some strike us as reasonable, we believe that, taken in the
round, the package is likely to have unintended consequences which could damage the
sector by impeding its expansion and adversely affecting the supply of good-quality,
affordable accommodation in the face of increasing demand.
Dealing first with the proposals we consider relatively uncontentious, we have no difficulty
accepting a requirement for written tenancy agreements. They are already good practice,
and we say so in the NLA Code of Practice. That said, we would not support a
prescriptive format, believing it necessary for the Department to go no further than set out
minimum criteria.
The NLA is cautiously in favour of regulating letting agents, but we see problems in
defining the term ‘letting agent’ and would not support any measure which restricted the
right of an individual to act on another’s behalf in a private capacity. As to the AST
threshold, we agree this needs to be revised upwards and welcome your proposal to raise
it to £100,000 per annum.
Other measures you have announced give rise to serious concerns, however. The
proposal for a ‘trip adviser’ website causes particular dismay. The idea, I understand, is
that tenants would be able to record their comments on landlords. Our concern lies with
encouraging an anti-landlord grievance culture which could damage the reputations of
innocent, reputable landlords who are doing their best to provide a decent service.
Slightly tongue in cheek, I submit that if you wish to appear even-handed you would set
up a similar facility for landlords to comment on tenants – and there are at least as many
bad tenants as bad landlords. I hope you will conclude that a government-sponsored ‘trip
adviser’ website is not a good idea.
Of equal concern, we note that you have chosen to disregard the position on shared
housing taken by Julie Rugg in her review of the private-rented sector. She concluded
that this was not an issue requiring drastic action since, she calculated, only around 59 of
some 8,000 local government wards in England were affected by the social phenomenon
sometimes referred to as ‘studentification’. We are left with a sense that the Government
has accepted an argument redolent of the worst kind of ‘nimbyism’. Despite this being a
measure that could be well received in some quarters – and we do not deny there is a
problem in some parts of the country - we believe that in changing the planning
regulations in the way you intend, and in so doing affecting the whole of England, you risk
adversely affecting landlords’ investment decisions. Landlords are likely to think twice
before trying to surmount the obstacles you will be placing in the way of expanding
portfolios to provide accommodation in the shared-housing part of the sector. The result
will be, we believe, that vulnerable single people, migrant workers and young
professionals will find it increasingly difficult to find accommodation in large cities,
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especially London, as the supply of affordable accommodation reduces. We have argued
before – and it loses nothing by being repeated – that using planning laws as a blanket
solution to a societal problem of this nature is disproportionate. We submit that the few
local authorities affected should tackle the problem by making better use of the powers
they already have.
You also say in your letter that you have launched a short consultation on the introduction
of a general consent enabling local authorities to introduce discretionary licensing
schemes without the approval of the Department. We will be responding to the
consultation document. I must however place on record that we have grave concerns
about this step. We do not believe that sufficient time has been given for HA04 and its
subsequent regulations and guidance time to settle down nor, to our knowledge, has the
Department carried out any analysis to justify the removal of its scrutiny role. We
consider that this change in policy is being rushed through without a proper period of
consideration.
I would add on this point that the problems a number of local authorities have already had
in introducing mandatory HMO licensing could be compounded as some of them rush to
introduce selective and additional licensing across their areas. These licensing régimes
were designed to be used to address specific problems in specific areas. Whilst some
progress has been made in encouraging local authorities to target rogue operators and
problem areas by using their existing powers more effectively, blanket licensing will be a
retrograde step and, I believe, will undermine much that has been achieved by this
process. Removing the scrutiny of the Department – despite the attraction of delegation
to the local level – removes an important safeguard. We would like to see much more
analysis of the effects of HA04 before changes like this are made.
Turning to the proposed landlord register, the NLA agreed with Dr Rugg that a basic form
of register, whereby the landlord was simply given a number which would be quoted on
relevant occasions and in relevant documents, for a one-off modest fee, could have some
merit. We are opposed, however, to going further than that. In our view, requiring
landlords to record details of their rented properties would be intrusive, and we cannot
see how it would help drive out the rogue operators. (Ian Austin was left in no doubt of
the views of NLA members on this latter point when he attended our conference on 20th
November last year.) Moreover, soundings we have taken suggest that that landlords
would regard licensing in the way you propose as amounting to little more than a further
financial imposition. Your proposal as it stands is not the way to gain the confidence of
reputable landlords.
In conclusion, let me emphasize that the NLA will continue to play its part in assisting in
the development of policy for the private-rented sector, be it in formal consultation or
using the harmonious, constructive working relationship we have enjoyed in recent years
with ministers and officials. I must however be candid and make clear that the NLA is
keenly disappointed that you have chosen to introduce in some haste a package of
measures which is unlikely to be helpful to the private-rented sector. I much regret that I
cannot end on a more positive note.
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Seventh WLA Annual Dinner
.

Happy Hour and meet ’n’ greet 7.00 till 8.00

DON’T MISS IT. FRIDAY

MAY 21ST

THE PARK INN, FORGEGATE, TELFORD

This years theme will be aB
FUN QUIZ NIGHT

One person goes FREE in each paid up membership,
additional Guest/Partner pays only
£15.00
Dinner includes:Choice of menus, three course meal,
coffee, wine, entertainment etc., and great prizes.
Places very limited, BOOK IMMEDIATELY.
To add to the atmosphere black tie is optional.
Ring Pat now on 01952 727322
STUBLEYS WAREHOUSE
Large selection of Beds/Mattresses and household furniture
Ideal for buy to let and group homes
Bespoke service available if required i.e. Build any flat packed items/
unpack, remove rubbish and set up beds on site.
All orders gratefully received - big or small.
please call in and see us at our shop :-

CHURCH STREET, WELLINGTON, TF1 1DD
VISIT www.stubleys.co.uk
Tel: 01952 257610
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THE ELECTION (How it may affect Landlords).
Manifesto Pledges:
LABOUR:
Housing Benefit will be reformed to ensure that we do not subsidise people to live in the private
sector on rents that other ordinary working families could not afford. And we will continue to
crack down on those who try to cheat the benefit system. We will guarantee the three million
households who rent from a private landlord the right to a written tenancy agreement and access
to free and impartial advice; and we will establish a new National Landlord Register. We will introduce a new Warm Home Standard for social housing and regulate landlords so that privately
rented accommodation is properly insulated. We have legislated for compulsory contributions
from energy companies to protect the vulnerable. A ‘Respect’ standard for the private rented sector will be introduced; and local ASB champions will make agencies work together to tackle cases.

CONSERVATIVES
Amend the ‘Use Classes Order’ so that people can use buildings for any purpose allowed in the
local plan. We will also abolish Home Information Packs, which have made a significant contribution to problems in our housing market. We will also abolish Home Information Packs, which have
made a significant contribution to problems in our housing market. Raise the inheritance tax
threshold to £1 million. Make permanent the £250,000 SDLT threshold for first time buyers.

LIBERAL DEMOCRATS
There should be quality social and private rented housing available for those who need or choose
it. Make sure that repossession is always the last resort by changing the powers of the courts.
Bring 250,000 empty homes back into use with cheap loans and grants as part of our job creation
plan. Begin a national programme to insulate more homes paid for by the savings from lower
energy bills. Make sure every new home is fully energy efficient by improving building regulations.
Scrap Home Information Packs, retaining requirement to have an energy performance certificate.

YOU CHOOSE. USE YOUR VOTE WISELY!

MR WASP
Pest Control Services
Domestic ■ Commercial ■ Agricultural
Experienced & Fully Qualified Pest Controller
Fast, Discreet & Professional Local Service Unmarked Vehicle

Rats ■ Mice ■ Squirrels ■ Wasps ■ Fleas ■ Insects
etc.
07908 205881 or 0800 028 3050
www.mrwasp.biz info@mrwasp.biz
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Members Say
Hi Bernie,
With all the political shenanigans going on at present will it make any difference, to our business,
which party gets elected. Your views please. Disillusioned
Dear Disillusioned
Whilst I have strong political preferences I don’t feel it right to impress them on other people.
However, if you look on page 7 I have listed the three main party pledges as pertaining to Landlords.
Have a look and make up your own mind. Thanks for your enquiry, equally disillusioned
Bernie
Dear Pat and Bernie
Thank you so much for your advice and recommendations last year. Sheen Windows did an excellent
job changing the windows and doors. Mr. Wasp removed a nest with 5000 wasps in it and we
followed your advice and had the Kitchen repaired at our let property.
We would like to donate a couple of bottles as prizes for the Annual Dinner. Best wishes
John and Mary
Dear John and Mary
Thank you for your note. You are more than welcome to the advice we have given. I especially like
to hear reports of our recommended services, (I must point out despite your good experience with
Sheen we have stopped listing them as recommended, if any one has a suitable alternative please
advise) We also thank you for the offer of the Bottles for the Annual Dinner, all donations are
gratefully received, we look forward to seeing you there.
Regards Pat and Bernie

BAILEY’S REMOVALS & PROPERTY SERVICE
Full / Part house removals. Fully insured / Local & national

Secure storage
* Property maintenance
* Wall and floor tiling * Painting & decorating * Laminate flooring

Landscaping – Fencing – Decking

No Job Too Small

01952 501863 or 07731824464

Bates & Co
Chartered Accountants
Numerous rental and property investor clients.

TEL: 01743 462604
10, Park Plaza, Battlefield Enterprise Park, SHREWSBURY, SY1 3AF

E-Mail: Sales @bates-and.co.uk
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LAUGH IT OFF
The Sting
Rebecca was asked “What is the most dangerous insect in the world?. She answered “Is
it the hepatitis B”.
Sign Language
Rebecca says “My Uncle used to be a mime-artiste when he was young. It’s only now
that he can talk about it”.
Killer fleas
Rebecca was filling in a consumer survey. The question was “What kills fleas and ticks”
Rebecca’s answer was “A time bomb”
Hot Topic
My neighbour used to live in a giant kettle, he was in his element.
Important Job
Rebecca’s teacher said he used to work in PR. He actually meant he had a Paper
Round..
Tenants say:
Will you please send someone round to mend the garden path, My wife tripped and fell
yesterday and now she is pregnant.

E-J Property Services

M.R. Bathrooms & Fires

Grass cutting, garden tidying,
clean up after a tenant.
.....0.....
Wall patching, plastering and
decorating.
......0......
Carpet cleaning.

10B Park Street, Madeley,
TELFORD, TF7 5LA
FULL Range of plumbing &
heating products:
Boilers, radiators & Bathroom
Suites

Odd jobs done. Minimum fuss.

Copper tube, fittings (inc TDC
plastic adaptors) tools, showers,
surrounds, taps, wastes etc.

Ring Ed on : 0783785 5173
Or e ail on:

We also have a range of fires and
fire surrounds available in our
showroom.

e-j-property-services@hotmail.com

Tel: 01952 582007
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LANDLORDS:
From 1st October 2008 an

Energy Performance Certificate (EPC)
will be required whenever a building in the social
or private rented sectors is let to a new tenant.

TIM GOUGH ENERGY ASSESSORS can help!
Tim Gough (FNAEA, Dip. HI) has been producing
EPC’s since they were first introduced last year
supplying EPC’s to leading Estate Agents,
solicitors and now landlords. EPC’s supplied within
48 hours of instruction (subject to access)

COMPETITIVE RATES
For more information call 07778 758568 or
email: timothy@tgough.wanadoo.co.uk.
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Energy Efficiency Grants:- Energy Savings trust advice line 0800 512012
www.energysavingtrust.org.uk..........Warmfront grants (England) 0800 3162805

EPC's and Hips for
Landlords and home sellers

Assessahome Property Services
Assessahome Property Services have issued in excess of 1000
Energy Performance Certificates since they were first introduced.
We can also supply a full Home Information Pack at a very
competitive price should you be selling a property.
We offer a fast, friendly and efficient service across the whole of
Shropshire and surrounding areas.
Satisfied Wrekin Landlords Association members include:Dave Emberton (Gastec Shropshire Ltd) and Zena Hunt.

For a very competitive quote please contact us on:-

01743354424 or 07939678907
or email mail@assessahome.co.uk

Home energy efficiency (Wales) 0800 3162815... Home Heat Helpline 0800 336699
Energy Efficiency Partnership for Homes Visit-www.eeph.org.uk/privaterented
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Advertising is free to members
M.C. Services (uk) Ltd.

BUTLER’S

Central Heating Repairs

Carpets dry cleaned, Stains fully removed,
No wet carpets.
3 piece suites (fabric & leather)
Allergens reduced by 87%

Unique DRY Clean System

Installation of new boilers, Landlords Certification and servicing of
gas and oil fired boilers etc.
Tel/Fax Telford (01952) 248250
Mobile 07860477358
Plumbing and building maintenance work carried out.
Fellow member of the WLA.
Refer to our website:-

mcsb.co.uk

GASTEC
BOILER REPAIR

FREE Stainguard™ for WLA members

0800 7312368

ALL SHROPSHIRE CARPET
CLEANERS.
*CARPET & UPHOLSTERY
*DOMESTIC & COMMERCIAL
*LEATHER SUITES INCLUDED
*LANDLORD FRIENDLY
100% Satisfaction Guarantee
We will clean until you’re happy

TELFORD ENERGY ASSESSMENT
HOMES AND E.P.C. SURVEYS

CALL Dave Emberton
(Member of Wrekin Landlords Assoc)

Stephen Evans, Accredited Domestic
Energy Assessor (EES/006708)
For houses/flats with TF postcodes.

FOR ALL YOUR GAS REPAIRS,
SERVICES, BREAKDOWNS, SAFETY
CHECKS , ANNUAL LANDLORDS
CERTIFICATES ,INSTALLATIONS
ETC.
Corgi registered

1-2 bed house or apartment £42 + v.a.t.
3 bed house or apartment £45 + v.a.t.
4-5 bed house or apartment £50 +v.a.t.
Individual or group quotes for other areas
are available upon request. Assessments can
normally be completed within two working
days of an agreed inspection taking place.

Tel: (01952) 257989 or
(mobile on)

07771 644463
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Stephen Evans:- Tel: 01952 677436

mobile 07974 363851
or E-mail struth8@hotmail.co.uk

My life in Property.

By David Dixon

I am a graduate engineer and after working overseas for a number of years, I returned to start a new company in
Telford, Skippy Skips, which, in turn spawned Skippy Nationwide which became one of the largest skip service
brokers nationally in construction waste.
The company 11 years ago and I invested the first of the proceeds into Village Water, a new charity that we
launched to work among some of the poorest and most vulnerable people in remote parts of Africa.. The charity has
more 20 African employees in Zambia. We have completed: water supply, and other self-help sanitation interventionsin 269 villages serving around 70,000 people.
I also invested in property, working with my wife as partner. We began by buying classic estate-type houses, 2 /3
bedrooms, often new-build. We discovered, what many landlords know, that actually we were making very little
money overall In fact, in terms of revenue in 2004-06 we were negative to the tune of around £20,000 per annum
across 23 properties. We were living on the capital growth. Simply by re-mortgaging we had money to live. All well
and good until 2007.At which time I had something of a nightmare when I realised how poor our revenues had
been, after taking into account all costs. It became obvious that we needed to get away from the usual single-let
property for the professional market, as the model did not cover costs, let alone allow us to make a living.
In those days monthly mortgage payments were pretty high (basic rates around 6% interest per annum) and because of high loan-to-value mortgage lending, it really was very difficult to make it pay. I found the answer in
buying houses, converting them and letting HMOs (houses of multiple occupation) for private working tenants.
Typically they are occupied by young working people, straight out of college and in first jobs, who do not want the
responsibility of a house or flat. It’s like a hostel service where everything is paid for (electricity, gas, water, council tax, fast broadband TV licence and freeview television). These built-in amenities are attractive to young people,
They pay around £75 per week (£325 per month) for a room, depending on size, and we have a fairly low turnover
of tenants.
Managing them is reasonably straightforward. Most of the tenants in our “multi-lets”, as we prefer to label them,
are aged around 22 to 25 and, most importantly, all working, so not sitting around the house all day, which is often
when problems arise. Because the tenants work and have salaries, they can afford notebook computers and spend
much recreational time sitting together logging on to social network websites, with few watching televisions in their
own rooms. Hence, communal space becomes highly valuable, so I favour open plan. For these types of properties
I have been using normal 3-bedroom family houses and letting them successfully to 3 tenants – or buying large exlocal authority houses, converting them to 4 or 5 bedrooms and providing a large living space. I usually merge the
kitchen and living room to create one large open area downstairs and put in 2 of everything: 2 sinks, 2 fridges, 2
freezers2 bathrooms - so that they can use the amenities at the same time, usually when they come from work. .
As a guide, this sort of conversion would normally cost around £20,000 and our total expenditure can be as little as
£100,000, averaging £125,000, including the purchase price. The larger multi-lets may generate around £1800 per
month in rent. Of this, I would aim to have a margin of £1000 per month after costs. A 3-bedroom unit can produce
a gross of £1000pm or £500pm net, depending on mortgage etc. Avoid putting SKY box in every room– it’s expensive, but wireless broadband is essential. Freeview TV is inexpensive and is all they need.
I look at this as a business. If you run hard with an HMO in the right location with the right consents, etc, an investment of £100,000 can generate £1000 per month profit – and that’s an amazing return.
There is no magic trick to financing the initial deposit, the bug-bear of landlords, all of whom eventually run out of
cash for deposits. As our properties are pretty high yield, I tend not to worry about interest rates, I feel we could
cope with 6 or 7%. In my view the standard £100,000 2-bed house is not worth having unless you are in a period
of significant capital growth., a dim prospect in the near future. I propose to sell our remaining smaller units when
the market pulls itself right and to grow the multi-let side of the business. With help from letting agents, we should
be able to manage 5 HMOs and probably generate a better income than 20 single-lets.
The Borough Council has rules on the planning and licensing of HOMs but this is straightforward and not to be
feared. It is difficult to generalise because all people and properties are different. We, personally, will continue to
focus on a niche market where we can generate significant rental returns. Whatever you do we wish you success.
Thank you for sharing your story David. If anyone else has a story that they feel they would like to share with
our members please ring Bernie on 01952 727322
If you have any question you would like to put to David then he can be contacted at
david@skippy.biz
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Italy….

it takes your breath away….

The view over Lake Maggiore and the Alpine Mountains from our new 3-bedroom luxury
apartment. Everyone asks about the spa pool with Jacuzzi & huge parasol - yes, it’s
private. The wood-decked terrace has sun loungers and is furnished for dining al-fresco.
Facing south and west down the lake, you’ll never believe the sunsets. Perfect for yearround holidays, the apartment has a fabulous modern kitchen and wi-fi internet access.
“You spend two days just looking at the view” wrote one visitor. It’s about 1 hour north
of Milan, handy for Leonardo’s Last Supper…. and low-cost flights from Birmingham.

Now booking winter, spring, summer 2010

See our website for special offfers

Please go to our website http://www.ownersdirect.co.uk/italy/IT935.htm
Member of WLA will enjoy a 5% discount on top of other offers. If you are free to go at
any time, then take advantage of an extra 5% discount for gap weeks.

Annice & David Dixon tel: 01952 850441 or e-mail to david@skippy.biz

SPAIN?
Our 2 bedroom apartment on the Costa Calida is now available to
rent. Get away from it all whilst looking for your own place in the sun.
Prices from £185 per week - Sleeps 4-6 people - Communal Swimming Pool - 15 mins walk to beach and town.
For information ring 01952 677174
e-mail barry.linda@blueyonder.co.uk or visit www.losalcazares.com

TURKEY
Euro exchange rate tough on your pocket? Try Turkey!
Need a quiet break away from it all? The try our new 3 bedroomed ground floor, easy
access, air conditioned apartment, just 40 minutes from Bodrum, Turkey. Situated on the
outskirts of an unspoilt fishing village, only 100 metres from the beautiful turquoise Aegean Sea. With wonderful sunsets over the bay, it is ideal for families or friends just wanting to get away for a relaxing break.
With two bathrooms, three double beds and a sofa bed, it can sleep 6-8 comfortably. The
well equipped kitchen and lounge complete the package for culture fans or Sun lovers.
A first class Golf Club Vita Park is just 15 minutes away.
FLIGHTS: Birmingham, Manchester, East Midlands to Bodrum Airport 20 minutes away.
Prices from £200 per week. Now booking late Autumn and spring breaks or book your
Summer 2010 breaks NOW!
This apartment is owned by WLA members Ruth & Stephen Evans. Why not contact
them on: 01952 677436 or mobile 07973446474 or E mail on struth8@hotmail.co.uk
Or see them at a meeting
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FINAL THOUGHT. Never put off until tomorrow what you can put off until
the day after. (Mark Twain).

You’re a long time dead (Bernie Lewis)

CLASSIFIED ADS
ACCOUNTANTS
Bates & Co
01743 462604
BAILIFFS
Reality Enforcement Serv.07875 511487
BUILDING
Steve Holford
01952 582053 or
07711 575174 (ghpd@fsmail.net)
Rob the Builder 01952 612995 or 07812 346559

TN Builders
07870 119563
CARPET SUPPLY & FITTING
Daves Carpets
01952 620060
Mark Atwell fitting
07807 646612
CARPET CLEANING
Shropshire Carpet cleaners 01952 884171
Butlers Dry clean carpets 0800 7312368
CLEANING
Steam Vac & Go
0845 257618
DECORATING
DTS decorators
07875 65363
ELECTRICIANS
Simon Bird 01952 598037 0783 1431005
PB Electrics 01952 882099 07810717652
ENERGY PERFORMANCE CERTS.
Stephen Evans:- Tel:
01952 677436
Assessahomes
01743354424
Tim Gough (See page 10) 07778 758568
Phil Bowen (from £45) 077437 65504
Hugh Sopwith
01952 433944
GAS SERVICE
Gastec, Dave Emberton 01952 257989
M.C. Services.
01952 248250
GLASS & GLAZING
We no longer recommend SHEEN
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INSURANCE
Alan Boswell Brokers 01603 216399
ITALIAN PROPERTY
Annice & David Dixon 01952 850441
MAINTENANCE
Jag of all trades (mobile) 07970 062970
or Landline 01588 650314
Bailey’s 01952 501863 or 07731824464
PEST CONTROL
Mr Wasp 07908 205881 or 0800 028 3050
PLASTERING
A. Thorpe.
01952 593092
PLUMBERS
Brian Tarr (reliable) 07971 279249
PLUMBING SUPPLIES
M.R Bathrooms & Fires 01952 582007
REMOVALS
Martin 01952 207071 or 07968 207071
ROOFING
Graham Bexon
01952 507742
SEWAGE & DRAINS
AA DRAINS 01952 511900 or 07971
558665 or freefone
0800 1954788
SPANISH PROPERTY
Barry & Linda
01952 677174
STORAGE
Frances & Son (01952)822121 / 641106
Bailey’s 01952 501863 or 07731824464
SURVEYS
White structural Engineers 01902 662609
TURKISH PROPERTY
Ruth & Stephen
01952 677436
WINDOW CLEANING
Nathan Selby
07576157730

IMPORTANT TELEPHONE NUMBERS
Housing Benefits (Landlords) Sue Gaff 01952 383858 & 383861
Benefits & Council Tax
01952 383838
Environmental Health
01952 381818
Environmental Maintenance 01952 384384 (refuse, pest control, abandoned vehicles etc)
Environmental Maintenance 01952 384000 (Roads, signs, lighting, footpaths etc)
For Electricity suppliers
0845 603 0618
For Gas suppliers
0870 608 1524
Planning Enquiries
01952 380380
Private Landlords/Tenants 01952 381877 Peter Richardson 01952 381874
Police 08457 444888 or (Emergency ) 999
Crimestoppers
0800 555111
Transco
0800111999 (if you smell Gas)
Princess Royal Hospital
01952 641222 or (Shropdoc in Emergencies) 08450 202131
Please advise us of any other important numbers you would like listed above.

All information and advice in this newsletter is given in good
faith. Wrekin Landlords Association and The Borough of
Telford & Wrekin, accept no liability for actions or damages
arising from its content.
Future Meetings at 7.00 p.m. The Salvation Army Hall, Oakengates.
AGM April 27th 13th July, 5th October (Annual Dinner 21st May)
CONTACT INFORMATION
Representatives of The Wrekin Landlords Association can be contacted on :

01952 727322 The Chairman, Mr. Bernie Lewis
01952 272728 Membership Secretary, Miss Donna Stuart
01952 412916 The Treasurer, Mr. Paul Spiers
or write to WREKIN LANDLORDS ASSOCIATION,9B, CHURCHILL
BUILDINGS,QUEEN STREET, WELLINGTON,TELFORD, TF1 1SN
Visit the website at www.wrekinlandlords.co.uk
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